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PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is to understand the awareness, attitudes, and 
behavior of cell phone users who drive in regard to engaging in text messaging 
while driving, as well as the effectiveness of a public service announcement. 

 

OBJECTIVES 
 

• To discover the awareness of texting while driving issues; including, but not 
limited to its campaigns, dangers, and regulations. 

• To assess the attitudes of cell phone owners who drive toward text 
messaging while driving. 

• To explore the behavior of drivers in regard to his/her cell phone use while 
driving. 



METHODOLOGY 
An online survey was conducted via Surveymonkey.com, comprised of cell phone users 
who drive. This sample is appropriate because it measured the knowledge, awareness 
and behavior of various individuals who have the capability of texting and driving. The 
derived sample was a convenient sample, in which the classmates, friends and family 
members of the four researchers were selected and found to be appropriate through 
screening questions. The sample is representative because all participants in the survey 
drive and own a cell phone. There is also an adequate representation of gender and age 
brackets.  Participants were contacted through various social media channels, such as 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, as well as via e-mail.  Respondents were screened by 
two questions: "Do you drive?" and "Do you have a cell phone?" There were numerous 
people contacted, a number that cannot be represented, because they were contacted 
through social media, but 119 people volunteered and responded to the survey.  The 
data was collected from April 23, 2010 to April 27, 2010. There was no form of 
compensation to increase response rate. There were numerous status updates on 
Facebook and tweets on Twitter, which provided follow-up communication to increase 
response rates. 

The video begins with a fun and entertaining skit, depicting a group of young women 
excited to go to the mall. However, the driver decides to text and drive, resulting in hitting 
a pedestrian. As one of the passengers reacts to the accident with a dramatic cry, the 
footages shows the driver in a deep gaze, revealing that the incident was only a dream. 
The driver wakes up and decides to make the right decision by asking a passenger to 
text for her, rather than text and drive. In the second part of the video the actresses 
provided statistics to the dangers of texting and driving. The sample consists of 42 (60%) 
Female participants and 28 (40%) male participants, 6 participants (8.6%) were in 
between the ages of 16-20, 45 participants (64.3%) were between the age 21-25, 11 
participants (15.7%) were between the ages 26-30 and 8 participants (11.4%) were 31 
years of age and older. 
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CONCLUSION 
Our research team uncovered an abundance of information regarding texting 
while driving. Our purpose and objectives for this study were properly met. 

According to our findings, a majority of participants from the survey were not 
aware of the “Donʼt Tempt F8, That Txt Can W8” campaign, or other campaigns 
against texting while driving. Most participants responded that they engage in text 
messaging while driving. Interestingly, the same individuals stated that they are 
aware of the dangers or regulations of texting while driving. 

Many individuals felt that they were very or somewhat informed of the dangers of 
texting and driving and a number of respondents were not in favor of other 
people texting while driving. A majority of participants believed that text 
messaging while driving increases the likelihood of an automobile accident.   

Surprisingly, most participants felt that it is important that laws be put in the place 
regarding texting while driving and were in favor of a bill to nationally ban texting 
while driving after viewing the video. However, a majority did not feel that drivers 
who text while drive are careless. 

Most participants stated that they text while they drive, text at red lights, and read 
text messages while driving. They also were more likely to text when they are 
driving alone, rather than when traveling with passengers.  

Although participants did not feel that it was very important to respond to text 
while driving, there was a large percentage that occasionally text while driving.  

Text messaging was the most common activity while driving, followed by the use 
of e-mail, Facebook, camera, Twitter, and games. After watching the video, 
participants answered that they are rarely or never going to text while driving, text 
at a red lights, text with passengers in the vehicle, or read text messages while 
driving. 

It was gathered that after being exposed to the texting while driving public service 
announcement, participants responded that they were not as likely to text 
message while drive. It concludes that by increasing the awareness of the 
dangers of texting while driving, a decrease of individuals who text and drive can 
result. 

 



APPENDICES 

Students at the University of South Florida are conducting a research study for a 
Public Relations Research class. The studyʼs focus is on the dangers of texting 
while driving. 
 
The results of this study will help us gain a better understanding of people's 
awareness, attitude and behaviors concerning texting while driving. Obtaining 
feedback from people between the ages of 16-30 is vital to this study. You will be 
asked a few questions about your current knowledge and attitudes of texting 
while driving. You will also be asked to watch a short video clip and answer 
questions based on the video regarding your opinions of texting while driving. 
 
We would appreciate if you took time to complete the following survey. It should 
take about 5 minutes of your time. 
 
Your responses are voluntary and will be confidential. Responses will not be 
identified by individual. 
 
Questions about this survey can be directed to any of the following 
administrators:  
 
Amanda [hamman.amanda@gmail.com]  
Divya [divyasukumar@gmail.com]  
Julianna [jnova@mail.usf.edu] 
Nikita [ncheron@mail.usf.edu] 
 
 
Pre-screening 
 
1. Do you have a cell phone? 
! Yes 
! No 
 
2. Do you drive? 
! Yes 
! No 
 
 
Level of Awareness 
 
The next seven (7) questions refer to how familiar you are with the issues 
regarding texting and driving. 
 



1. Are you aware of Oprah Winfrey's "Don't Tempt F8, That Txt Can W8" 
campaign? 
! Not at all aware 
! Slightly aware 
! Somewhat aware 
! Moderately aware 
! Extremely aware 
 
2. Do you know of any campaigns (other than Oprah's) against texting and 
driving? 
 
3. Texting while driving can impair your judgment similar to being under 
the influence of alcohol. In your opinion, how many drinks would be the 
equivalent to texting while driving? 
! One 
! Two 
! Three 
! Four 
! Five or more 
 
4. Which of the following is true? 
! Florida has laws that prohibit texting while driving 
! Florida does not have laws that prohibit texting while driving 
 
5. Which of the following types of distractions are impacted when texting 
while driving? (Check all that apply.) 
! Visual (taking eyes off the road) 
! Manual (taking hands off the wheel) 
! Cognitive (taking mind off what youʼre doing) 
 
6. Have you or anyone you know ever been in an accident due to texting 
while driving? 
! Yes 
! No 
 
7. How informed do you feel you are about the dangers of texting while 
driving? 
! Very informed 
! Somewhat informed 
! Not very informed 
! Not at all informed 
 
 
 



 
Attitude 
 
The next seven (7) questions refer to your attitudes and feelings toward texting 
while driving. 
 
1. Do you believe text messaging while driving increases the likelihood of 
automobile accidents? 
! Definitely 
! Probably 
! Not sure 
! Probably not 
! Definitely not 
 
2. How do you feel about the following statement?  
 
It bothers me when the driver of a car I'm in texts while they're driving. 
! Strongly agree 
! Agree 
! Not sure 
! Disagree 
! Strongly disagree 
 
3. Are you concerned that your life is in danger when you are in a car with 
a driver who is texting while driving? 
! Not at all concerned 
! Slightly concerned 
! Somewhat concerned 
! Moderately concerned 
! Extremely concerned 
 
4. How do you feel about the following statement?  
 
I worry about being hit by a driver who is texting while driving. 
! Strongly Agree 
! Somewhat Agree 
! Not Sure 
! Somewhat Disagree 
! Strongly Disagree 
 
5. How important is it to you that laws be put in place regarding texting 
while driving? 
! Very important 
! Important 



! Not sure 
! Unimportant 
! Very unimportant 
 
6. How do you feel about the following statement? 
 
All drivers who text while driving are careless drivers. 
! Strongly agree 
! Agree 
! Not sure 
! Disagree 
! Strongly disagree 
 
Behavior 
 
The following eight (8) questions refer to your behavior patterns concerning 
texting while driving. 
 
1. How often do you send text messages while driving? 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 
 
2. I send text messages at red lights. 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 
3. I text while driving with other passengers in the car. 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 
 
4. I read text messages while I drive. 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 



 
5. How important is it to you to respond to a text while you are driving? 
! Not at all important 
! Low importance 
! Slightly important 
! Neutral 
! Moderately important 
! Very important 
 
6. How likely are you to try to stop a driver who is texting while driving? 
! Extremely important 
! Extremely unlikely 
! Unlikely 
! Neutral 
! Likely 
! Extremely likely 
 
7. How likely are you to support a bill to nationally ban texting while 
driving? 
! Very likely 
! Likely 
! Not sure 
! Unlikely 
! Very unlikely 
 
8. Check all that apply to you: I use ______ on my phone while driving. 
! Text messaging 
! Twitter 
! Facebook 
! E-mail 
! Camera 
! Games 
! None 
 
 
Video 
 
(Embedded Video) 
 
 
Post Video 
 
1. After viewing this video, how often do you think you will send texts while 
driving? 



! Always 
! Very Often 
! Sometimes 
! Rarely 
! Never 
 
2. After viewing the video, how often do you think you will send text 
messages at red lights? 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 
 
3. After viewing the video, how often do you think you will you text while 
driving with other passengers in the car? 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 
 
4. After viewing this video, how often do you think you will read text 
messages while you drive? 
! Never 
! Rarely 
! Occasionally 
! A moderate amount 
! A great deal 
 
5. After viewing the video, how important is it to you to respond to a text 
while you are driving? 
! Not at all important 
! Low importance 
! Slightly important 
! Neutral 
! Moderately important 
! Very important 
! Extremely important 
 
6. After viewing the video, how likely are you to try to stop a driver who is 
texting while driving? 
! Extremely unlikely 
! Unlikely 



! Neutral 
! Likely 
! Extremely likely 
 
7. After viewing the video, how likely are you to support a bill to nationally 
ban texting while driving? 
! Very likely 
! Likely 
! Not sure 
! Unlikely 
! Very unlikely 
 
8. Demographics 
1. What is your gender? 
! Male 
! Female 
 
2. What is your age? 
! 16-20 
! 21-25 
! 26-30 
! 31 and above 
 
 
Final Page 
 
Thank you for taking the time to take our survey. 
 
If you landed here after the first question, you did not qualif 
 

 



 







 























 









 


